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Abstract—Efficient broadcasting is essential for good performance on distributed or multiprocessor systems. Broadcasts are
commonly used to implement message passing synchronization
primitives, such as barriers, and also appear frequently in the
set up stage of scientific applications. The Intel Single-Chip Cloud
Computer (SCC), an experimental processor, uses synchronous
message passing to facilitate communication between its 48
cores. RCCE, the SCC’s message passing library, implements
broadcasting in a traditional way: sending n−1 unicast messages,
where n is the number of cores participating in the broadcast.
This implementation can hinder performance as the number of
cores participating in the broadcast increases and if the data being
sent to each core is large. Also in the RCCE implementation, the
broadcasting core is blocked from doing any useful work until
all cores receive the broadcast.
This paper explores several broadcasting schemes that take
advantage of the resources of the SCC and the RCCE library.
For example, we explore a scheme that propagates a broadcast
to multiple cores in parallel and a scheme that parallelizes offchip memory accesses which would otherwise need to be done
sequentially. Our best broadcast scheme achieves a 35× speedup
over the RCCE implementation. We also demonstrate that
our improved broadcasting substantially reduces the time spent
on communication in some benchmarks. While the broadcast
schemes presented in this paper are implemented specifically for
the SCC, they provide insight into the more general problem of
broadcast communication and could be adapted to other types
of distributed and multiprocessor systems.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Throughout the last decade, the computing industry has
seen an increasing number of cores integrated on a chip thanks
to Moore’s Law. Recently, core counts have numbered in the
dozens [1]–[3] and we are rapidly approaching systems with
hundreds of cores on a single die. For example, the SingleChip Cloud Computer (SCC) experimental processor [1] is a
48-core ‘concept vehicle’ created by Intel Labs as a platform
for many-core software research. Systems such as this allow
researchers to explore application development and better understand hardware and software bottlenecks that could impact
the performance of future many-core systems. The SCC has
48 cores, arranged as 24 tiles connected via a 2D mesh
on-chip network (OCN). Notably, the SCC does not have
hardware support for cache coherence. Like many distributed
systems, the Intel SCC uses message passing as its primary
programming paradigm.
Many-core platforms such as the SCC promise tremendous
compute power that can be leveraged by splitting computation

across multiple processors. Ideally, this division would result
in speedup equivalent to the number of nodes in the system.
However, as the number of cores scale, the performance of
the raw compute can be overshadowed by overheads such as
inter-core communication. In addition to the already non-trivial
task of writing correct parallel applications, programmers must
now focus on optimizing and/or minimizing communication to
ensure acceptable program run time.
The two prevalent programming paradigms for multiprocessor systems are shared memory and message passing. As
scalable cache coherence remains an open problem [1], [4]–[6],
it is worthwhile to consider the implementation of alternatives.
The SCC uses message passing to facilitate communication
between cores. The library provided with the SCC is called
RCCE; RCCE implements a subset of MPI features [7].
We focus on broadcasting as it can represent a significant
bottleneck in application performance; for example, once all
cores have reached a barrier, we would want a very fast
broadcast to enable all cores to move past the barrier and
resume useful work. Although RCCE provides programmers
with straightforward methods to communicate among cores,
the current broadcasting scheme implemented by RCCE is
slow. It uses n − 1 unicasts (where n is the number of cores)
to replicate a message to all cores [8]. This broadcasting
scheme does not scale well as the time for a message to
reach all cores increases linearly as the number of broadcast
participants increase. Thus, we present and evaluate several
new broadcasting protocols, each with two goals: (1) to provide
better performance than the current RCCE broadcast, and (2) to
scale well if the number of cores participating in the broadcast
increases.
The main strategy for four of our implemented broadcasts
is to utilize cores that have already received the broadcast. This
allows the original broadcasting core to be responsible for only
sending the message to a few processors (as opposed to all
of them). The cores that have received the message are then
responsible for forwarding the message to the other processors,
which happens in parallel. Sections III-B to III-E describe
these broadcasting algorithms in more detail. The remaining
broadcasting protocols presented utilize concurrent accesses to
a specific memory location (the memory location that contains
the message) as the main implementation strategy. The best
broadcast implemented achieves an overall speedup of 35×
over the RCCE broadcast for large messages.
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Intel SCC Tile Layout.

II.

BACKGROUND

This section provides a high-level overview of the Intel
SCC architecture, relevant details on Intel’s Message Passing
Interface (MPI) library, RCCE, and gives an overview of how
RCCE handles messages.
A. Intel SCC
The Intel SCC’s 48-core architecture is arranged in a 24tile mesh, as depicted in Figure 1. Each tile (shaded in grey)
contains two P54c cores, with 16KB of L1 instruction and data
cache, 256KB of L2 cache per core, special on-chip memory
known as the message passing buffer (MPB), and a router. The
MPB on each tile is 16KB, for a total of 384KB of on-chip
memory on the SCC [1]. There are four memory controllers
that the SCC uses to access off-chip memory. Specifically, tiles
are divided into four quadrants, and each quadrant has one
designated tile that communicates with the memory controller.
B. RCCE
There are several message passing libraries implemented
for the Intel SCC. One such library provided by Intel is
RCCE [7]. RCCE is a synchronous message passing library
that contains most MPI functionality. To facilitate fast
communication of messages between cores, RCCE has cores
communicate with each other by writing to and reading from
the MPB. Messages are sent/received using a “pull” based
method [9].

RCCE provides a simple MPI interface and a more advanced interface for programmers to use1 . One of the main
differences is that the advanced interface exposes the MPB to
the user while the simple interface only exposes the traditional
sending/receiving MPI functions. In the simple interface, the
library takes care of the intricacies of the MPB. This paper uses
the advanced interface, as some manipulation of the message
passing buffer is needed for certain broadcasts.
III.

B ROADCASTING A LGORITHMS

This section describes: (1) the current broadcast implementation in RCCE, and (2) the new broadcasting algorithms that
have been implemented using RCCE.
A. RCCE Broadcast
The broadcasting algorithm implemented in RCCE simply
sends a unicast message to each core participating in the
broadcast. This is highly inefficient, especially for synchronous
message passing. Since the sending core must block, the last
core will have to wait (n − 1) × TLatency to receive the
broadcasted message (where n is the number of cores in the
broadcast and TLatency is the average time to send a message
through the on-chip network to a single core).
B. Parallel Broadcast
Our first implementation, the parallel broadcast
algorithm takes advantage of cores that have already received
the broadcasted message. This allows the broadcasted message to propagate to other cores in parallel. Specifically,
the parallel broadcast scheme has the sending core
broadcast the message to adjacent cores (see Figure 2 (a)).
Once adjacent cores receive the message, each adjacent core
then sends the message to cores that are adjacent to it (see
Figure 2 (b)). Adjacent cores are defined as those cores located
north, south, east and west of the sending core. Messages
are sent through the network in an XY fashion; for example,
a message received from an adjacent core to the south will
forward the message north but not east and west. This ensures
that each core only receives one copy of the broadcast. This
forwarding process repeats until all cores receive the message.
C. Optimized Parallel Broadcast

The message is copied from the sending core′ s private
off-chip memory to its portion of the MPB
The sending core notifies the receiving core of the
message by setting a flag that is local to the receiving
core (receiving core waits until the flag is set)
Receiving core copies message from the sending the
core’s MPB to its own private off-chip memory
Receiving core notifies the sending core once copying
is complete by setting a flag that is local to the
sending core

The optimized parallel broadcast is similar to
the parallel broadcast, except that it takes cores located at the
edge of the mesh into special consideration. These edge cores
have fewer adjacent cores to send their broadcast to which
results in less parallelism. As a result, it takes fewer parallel
hops to propagate a broadcast that originates in the center of
the mesh compared to a broadcast that originate from a core
located in the corner of the mesh. For example, it takes 8
parallel hops if the message is broadcast from a center core
compared to 15 parallel hops if the message is sent from
the left corner core. To address this discrepancy, if an edge
core wishes to send a broadcast, the optimized parallel
broadcast has that core first send the message to a center
core (see Figure 3). Once the center core receives the message,

If the message is too big to fit in the sending core’s MPB,
the above process is repeated until the whole message is sent.

1 These interfaces are referred to as non-gory and gory respectively in the
SCC documentation.

When a core wants to send a message to another core:
1)
2)
3)
4)

(a) Message propagation at
Time = 0

(b) Message propagation at
Time = 1

(a) Message propagation at
Time = 0

(b) Message propagation at
Time = 1

(c) Message propagation at
Time = 2

(d) Message propagation at
Time = 3

(c) Message propagation at
Time = 2

(d) Message propagation at
Time = 3

(e) Message propagation at
Time = 4

(f) Message propagation at Time
=5

(e) Message propagation at
Time = 4
Fig. 4. Tiled Parallel Broadcast Propagation. Tiles are shown in grey. Once
one core in a tile receives the broadcast, it first forwards the message to the
adjacent tile and then sends the message to the adjacent core within its own
tile.

(g) Message propagation at
Time = 6
Fig. 2. Parallel Broadcast Propagation. The broadcast source node is shown
in grey. The number of cores shown is simply for illustration purposes.
Fig. 5.

MPB Broadcast Propagation.

when sending large messages, compared to the parallel and
optimized parallel broadcasts.
Fig. 3. Optimized Parallel Broadcast sending message to a more efficient
center core.

it is then responsible for initiating the parallel broadcast. The
location of this center core is determined based on the set of
cores participating in the broadcast.
D. Tiled Parallel Broadcast
Each tile on the SCC has two cores and a MPB. The
MPB in each tile is 16KB. RCCE divides the MPB equally
among the two cores in each tile (8KB per core). Normally,
when messages are sent, 4KB of the sending core’s 8KB
MPB are used for the message (the other 4KB are reserved
for sending and receiving synchronization flags). Instead of
only using 4KB for sending a broadcast message, the tiled
parallel broadcast implementation allows the sending
core to use 8KB. It uses its own 4KB and borrows 4KB from
the adjacent core’s MPB. The main advantage for utilizing
more space in the MPB is that there is less blocking/stalling

The tiled parallel broadcast has a similar
broadcast pattern to the parallel broadcast pattern, except that
messages are sent to adjacent tiles, instead of adjacent cores.
Specifically, the left core of each tile sends the message
only to the left core of each adjacent tile. Once a tile has
broadcast the message to adjacent tiles, it then sends the
message to the other core in its tile (in this case the right core).
The tiled parallel broadcast pattern is depicted in
Figure 4. The tiled parallel broadcast increases
the parallelism of the broadcast (compared to the parallel
broadcast) and reduces overall mesh traffic by leveraging intratile communication.
E. Optimized Tiled Parallel Broadcast
The optimized tiled parallel broadcast is
similar to the tiled parallel broadcast. However,
like the optimized parallel broadcast, it gives special consideration to edge tiles by forcing them to first send
their message to a center tile in order to increase the amount
of parallelism.

Core #:
Copy part of message from private
memory to my MPB

0

Copy part of message from private
memory to my MPB

send ready flag
to all cores
Copy contents of core 0’s MPB to
my private memory

1

Copy contents of core 0’s MPB to
my private memory

3

Copy contents of core 0’s MPB to
my private memory

4

(a) Sending core copies message
from its private memory to its MPB.
Fig. 6.

Copy contents of core 0’s MPB
my private memory

send finish flag
to core 0

Copy contents of core 0’s MPB to
my private memory

2

send ready flag
to all cores

Copy contents of core 0’s MP
my private memory

send finish flag
to core 0

Copy contents of core 0’s M
my private memory

send finish flag
to core 0

Copy contents of core 0’s
my private memory

send finish flag
to core 0

(b) Receiving cores copy message from
sending core’s MPB to their private
memories.

(c) Process repeats until whole message is received.

MPB Broadcast Timing Diagram.

F. Message Passing Buffer (MPB) Broadcast
Recently, Chandramowlishwaran et al. [10] proposed a
broadcasting optimization that we refer to as the MPB
broadcast. The MPB broadcasting scheme has all receiving
cores read the sending core’s MPB at the same time, as
depicted in Figure 5. A timing diagram is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6(a) shows the sending core copying the message from
its private memory to the MPB. It then signals the receiving
cores that there is a message to be received. Figure 6(b)
depicts the receiving cores copying the message from the
sending core’s MPB to their own private memories. We
have reimplemented this MPB broadcast as it provides an
interesting point of comparison. Furthermore, we propose two
broadcasting algorithms that leverage similar insights as the
MPB broadcast and provide further optimization.
G. Off-Chip Broadcast
The off-chip broadcast is similar to the MPB
broadcast; again each core reads the broadcast message at the
same time. However, instead of the sending core copying the
message to its MPB, it copies the entire message from its
private memory to shared off-chip memory. Receiving cores
then copy the entire message from off-chip shared memory
to their own private memory. The main strategic advantage
of this broadcast is that there is no need for extra handshaking/blocking for large messages since the messages do not need
to be split into 4KB chunks to accommodate the small MPB
size.
H. Modified MPB Broadcast
The modified MPB broadcast or ModMBP is similar to the MPB broadcast, but it has two distinguishing
features:
1)
2)

Temporary broadcasting cores are created to off-load
network traffic from the broadcasting core
Receiving cores’ MPBs are utilized (normally only
the sending core’s MPB is utilized) to allow parallelization of off-chip memory writes (done by the
receiving cores) with off-chip memory reads (done
by the original sending core)

(a) Message propagation at
Time = 0
Fig. 7.

(b) Message propagation at
Time = 1

ModMPB Broadcast Propagation.

The total number of broadcasting cores (including the
original) is ⌈n/12⌉, where n is the number of cores in the
broadcast. The number of broadcasters is optimized for the
case where all 48 cores on the SCC are enabled, which
translates to 4 broadcasting cores, one for each row of cores.
These broadcasting cores are located near memory controllers
0 and 1, or the leftmost core of each row. Experiments showed
that the placement of the broadcasting cores did not have any
impact on the performance of the broadcast. Increasing the
number of broadcasting cores past 4 starts to negatively impact
performance. Figure 7(a) shows the original broadcasting core
sending the message to designated temporary broadcasting
cores and to a subset of cores. Figure 7(b) shows the
temporary cores sending the messages to the subset of cores
that they are responsible for.
Figure 8(c) illustrates how this broadcast is able to hide
off-chip memory writes done by the receiving core with offchip memory reads done by the sending core. Essentially,
because the receiving cores copy the message to their MPB
first before copying data to private memory, the sending core
can start copying new parts of the message to its MPB once
the receiving cores’ have finished copying the message to their
MPB. This is a key feature in this broadcast implementation.
IV.

E VALUATION

We have implemented all of the broadcasting schemes
described in the previous section on the Intel SCC. We use
the default configuration of cores running at 533MHz and

Core #:
0 (broadcaster)

Copy part of message from private
memory to my MPB

send ready flag to send ready flag
all temp. bcasters to cores 1 to 11

Copy part of message from private
memory to my MPB
copy contents of core send finish
0’s MPB to my MPB flag to core 0

1

copy contents of my MPB to my
private memory

copy contents of core send finish
0’s MPB to my MPB flag to core 0

2

send ready flag to send ready flag
all temp. bcasters to cores 1 to 11
copy contents
0’s MPB to my

copy contents of my MPB to my
private memory

copy content
0’s MPB to m

.
.
copy contents of core send finish
0’s MPB to my MPB flag to core 0

12 (temp.
broadcaster)

send ready flag
to cores 13 to 23

copy contents of core send finish
12’s MPB to my MPB flag to core 12

13

copy contents of core send finish
12’s MPB to my MPB flag to core 12

14

(a) Sending core copies message
from its private memory to its
MPB and notifies temp. cores
(plus a subset of other receiving
cores) that a message is ready

(b) Temporary broadcasting
cores plus a subset of cores
copy message from sending
core’s MPB to their MPBs

(c) Off-chip memory writes are
parallelized with off-chip memory read

copy contents of my MPB to my
private memory
copy contents of my MPB to my
private memory

(d) Process repeats until whole
message is received

ModMPB Broadcast Timing Diagram

TABLE I.
Benchmark
Message Size
Message Source
Destinations
Background traffic

4
2
1
0.5
0.25

1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288
1048576

off-chip memory running at 800MHz. RCCE version 1.4.1.3
was used to implement, compile, and run our benchmarks. We
use four micro-benchmarks to assess the performance (latency)
of the broadcasts. We focus much of our analysis on microbenchmarks as they enable us to tease out subtle differences
between the broadcasting schemes. These micro-benchmarks
are presented in Table I. However, understanding the impact
of broadcast latency on real applications is also important. We
present results for three benchmarks: matrix multiply, n-body
and bucket sort. For these benchmarks, we compare RCCE
against the best performing broadcast implementation for large
messages as determined by the micro-benchmarks. We use
execution time as the metric for comparison. In addition, we
also compare average power for these two implementations.

Time (seconds)

Fig. 8.

copy contents of core send fin
0’s MPB to my MPB flag to c

copy contents of my MPB to my
private memory

0.125

ModMPB
Offchip
MPB
Tiled-Opt

0.0625
0.03125

Tiled

0.015625

Parallel-Opt

0.0078125

Parallel

0.0039063

RCCE

0.0019531
0.0009766
0.0004883

Message Size (bytes)

Fig. 9. Microbenchmark results: Broadcast latency when varying message
size from 1B to 1MB.

D ESCRIPTION OF M ICRO - BENCHMARKS
Description
Vary message size from 1B to 1MB
Vary the location of the core sending the broadcast, with
1MB messages
Vary the number of receiving cores, with 1 MB messages
Inject additional unicast traffic into the network

A. Impact of Message Size
Figure 9 shows the latency results as we increase the size
of the broadcast message. The sending core for this benchmark
is the left corner core (core 0 in Figure 1) and the number of
participants in the broadcast is 48. The ModMPB implementation achieves the lowest latency with larger message sizes. For
1MB messages, ModMPB achieves a 35× speedup compared
to RCCE. The MPB broadcast achieves a speedup of 32×
for 1MB messages (compared to RCCE). The off-chip
broadcast does well for message sizes smaller than 64
bytes, but performs poorly for larger messages. Based on our
experiments, we speculate that this behaviour is caused by
contention of the sending core’s MPB. All the other broadcasts

except the off-chip one use the sender’s MPB to get the message and also use the same MPB for synchronization flags. The
off-chip broadcast uses the on-chip MPB for synchronization,
but uses off-chip memory for the broadcasted message; thus,
there are fewer accesses to the sender’s MPB.
B. Impact of Message Source Location
Figure 10 shows the latency results for each broadcasting
scheme when using a different core to initiate the broadcast.
Physical placement in the network can have an impact on both
latency and congestion [11]; a broadcasting core can produce a
hot-spot in the network. Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate
the impact of source placement. For this test, the message size
is 1MB and the number of cores participating in the broadcast
is 48.
The results for this micro-benchmark shows that most
broadcasts achieve similar latency regardless of source location. The only exception is the Tiled Parallel and
Parallel broadcasts. For these broadcasts, we see that cores

3.5

Time (seconds)

3
2.5

ModMPB
Offchip

2

MPB
Tiled-Opt

1.5

Tiled
1

Parallel-Opt
Parallel

0.5

(a) Corner core sends to its broadcast to center core of
largest perfect rectangle.

RCCE
0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Core Number

Fig. 10. Microbenchmark results: Broadcast latency when varying broadcasting source core.

(b) Parallel Broadcast happens within perfect rectangle.
with higher latency are those not located in the center of the
mesh. This is the problem that the optimized versions fix.
By redirecting edge broadcast to the center of the mesh, the
optimized versions have fewer parallel hops leading to lower
latency. Our results show that a well-designed broadcast can
be placement agnostic which will lead to more predictable
performance in these systems.

(c) Cores outside this rectangle receive the message via
unicasts.

C. Impact of the Number of Participating Cores
Figure 11 shows the latency results when each broadcast
has a varying number of participants. The message size is
1MB and core 0 is the source of the broadcast. This microbenchmark indicates that neither RCCE nor the off-chip
broadcast scale well as the number of cores increases. In
contrast, the ModMPB and MPB broadcasts are fairly stable.
Both these broadcasts exhibit small fluctuations between values
of 0.05 and 0.06 seconds. Their stable latencies indicate that
they will scale well to even larger systems.
Figure 11 reveals a peculiar pattern for the optimized
tiled parallel and optimized parallel broadcasts. These broadcasts see an increase in latency as the
number of cores increases and then reveal periodic decreases in
latency. This phenomenon is attributed to how these broadcasts
choose the “center” core before parallelizing the broadcast.
When the optimized broadcast selects a center core, it does
so by determining the maximum perfect rectangle in the
system. An example for an 18-core broadcast is shown in
Figure 12. The maximum perfect rectangle is shaded in grey
in Figure 12(a). Cores in this rectangle receive the broadcast

Fig. 12. Optimized Parallel Broadcast with 18 active cores. The maximum
perfect rectangle is shown in light grey. Cores not participating in the broadcast
are marked with a “x”.

via the parallel method (Figure 12(b)). However, any cores
outside the rectangle receive the message via unicasts from
the broadcasting core (Figure 12(c)).
D. Impact of Background Traffic on Broadcasts
Figure 13 shows the effect of background traffic on each
broadcasting scheme. For this test, each core writes 1MB of
data to off-chip memory at an interval of x microseconds.
Core 18 is chosen to be the broadcaster since the router
associated with its tile’s is subjected to the smallest amount of
on-chip network traffic when the traffic pattern is dominated
by off-chip requests. Core 18 (and other center cores) will
experience less interference because the SCC is divided into
four quadrants; the cores of each quadrant access the off-chip
memory controller attached to that quadrant [12].
Intuitively, the broadcasts should perform better when there
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0
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Number of Cores

Fig. 11. Microbenchmark results: Broadcast latency when varying number
of participating cores.
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Fig. 13. Microbenchmark results: Impact on broadcast latency of background
traffic in network.
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Fig. 14. Matrix multiply execution time broken down into time spent on
compute and communication for various input matrix sizes.

is less background traffic (a longer interval period). This
assumption is validated looking at the right-hand side of Figure 13. Interestingly, the off-chip broadcast is almost
impervious to background traffic. In addition, when studying
the effects of the broadcasts on the latency of the background traffic (not shown), results revealed that the off-chip
broadcast affected background traffic the most. The stable
performance of the off-chip broadcast comes at the cost of
increased latency for background traffic, which is caused by the
significant pressure being placed on the memory controllers.
Based on these evaluations, we determine that the ModMPB
broadcast implementation has superior performance. In the
following subsections, we will compare the performance of
ModMPB to RCCE for three applications.
E. Matrix Multiply
The integer matrix multiply benchmark is implemented
using the following algorithm:
1)
2)
3)

Matrix A and Matrix B are broadcast to all cores by
the master core
Each core calculates 1/48 rows of the resultant matrix
(the master core is responsible for any left over rows)
Each core sends their results back to the master core

Figure 14 shows the execution time of calculating the
product of two matrices on the SCC for various matrix sizes,
using the ModMPB, and RCCE broadcasts. A point-to-point
(P2P) implementation modifies step 1 of the above algorithm
slightly. Matrix B is still broadcast to all cores using ModMPB,
but for Matrix A, only elements needed by a remote core are
sent to that core.
For this benchmark, the bottleneck is communication.
Between the ModMPB, RCCE and P2P implementations,
compute time remains the same for a given matrix size.
However, due to communication overheads, matrix multiply
using the RCCE broadcast takes up to 74 seconds to multiply two 1000x1000 matrices, while ModMPB takes only 20
seconds. For the P2P implementation, communication latency
slightly outperforms ModMPB. For the 1000x1000 product
matrix, P2P communication latency is better than ModMPB by
0.04 seconds. ModMPB’s highly optimized design results in
performance that is competitive with the P2P implementation.

Fig. 15. N-Body execution time broken down into time spent on compute and
communication for varying numbers of particles (each particle is 32 bytes).

F. N-Body Problem
The N-Body benchmark is implemented in a brute-force
fashion using the following algorithm:
1)
2)
3)

Master broadcasts all particle data to other cores
Each core performs calculations on a subset of particle data
Each core sends their results back to the master

Figure 15 shows the execution time of running the N-Body
problem for 10 iterations. Unlike for matrix multiply, the NBody problem is bottlenecked by compute, not communication
(which makes it an excellent algorithm for the SCC). However,
communication latency is still non-trivial. For 65K particles,
there is a difference of ∼50 seconds between the RCCE and
ModMPB implementations, which is attributed to communication latency.
G. Bucket Sort
When sending data to a subset of cores, using a broadcast
can sometimes be simpler than using several point-to-point
messages because the programmer does not need to determine
which cores are the recipients. But can broadcasting provide
competitive performance? We use the bucket sort benchmark
to answer this question.
Unlike the brute-force version of the N-Body problem,
bucket sort does not necessarily need the master core to
disseminate all of the data to each core. However, calculating
what data each peer needs is complicated and redundant. So,
instead of the master core performing those calculations, the
programmer could simply send all data to all peers, allowing
the destination peer to determine whether the data it received
is useful. For the bucket sort algorithms presented, there are
48 buckets and each core is responsible for a certain bucket.
Each bucket is representative of a predetermined range, e.g. a
bucket could hold numbers ranging from 256-511. Table II
presents two possible algorithms for bucket sort.
In Figure 16, we compare the latency of point-to-point
communication (Algorithm 1: Step 1) to initially broadcasting
all data (Algorithm 2: Step 1). For Algorithm 2, we compare
both RCCE and ModMPB. Using RCCE to broadcast the
data severely limits scalability; for even a small number of
elements, the programmer would be better off implementing
Algorithm 1. However, with ModMPB, Algorithm 2 becomes
a feasible option. Thus, with ModMPB, if using a broadcast

Algorithm 1 (No broadcast required):

70

Master core sends a subset of unsorted numbers to each
core
2. Cores place the numbers given to them in their respective
buckets
3. Each core sends the buckets to the respective core that
owns that bucket
4. Once a core receives all of its buckets from the other cores,
it combines the buckets and sorts all the numbers within
the combined bucket
5. All cores send their sorted buckets to the master core
Algorithm 2:
1.
2.

Master core broadcasts all unsorted numbers to all cores
Cores take ownership of 1/48 of the unsorted array and
places those numbers into buckets
Each core sends the buckets to the respective core that
owns that bucket
Once a core receives all of its buckets from the other cores,
it combines the buckets and sorts all the numbers within
the combined bucket
All cores send their sorted buckets to the master core

3.
4.
5.

TABLE II.

P SEUDOCODE FOR TWO BUCKET SORT ALGORITHMS

5
4.5

Time (seconds)

4
3.5
3

P2P

2.5
2

RCCE

1.5

ModMPB

1
0.5
0
1000

10000

100000

1000000

10000000

Number of Elements

Fig. 16.
Bucket sort communication latency (comparing bucket sort algorithms that use broadcasts to an algorithm that uses only point-to-point
communication).

would substantially reduce the burden placed on the programmer to produce optimized code, this is an option. Efficient
broadcasting can simplify programming with negligible performance loss in this case compared to smaller, less bandwidthintensive point-to-point messages. Although this example is
straightforward, one could imagine scenarios where efficiently
partitioning the data is more difficult.

Power (W)
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Fig. 17.

Power consumption for RCCE and ModMPB broadcasts.

V.

We have presented results for several broadcasting implementations on the Intel SCC. Using both microbenchmarks and
real applications, we study the impact of various broadcasting
algorithms on performance. In general, we found that the
ModMPB broadcast results in superior performance for a range
of experiments. However, to optimize the full range of message
sizes, one could employ a hybrid approach that selects between
the off-chip implementation for small messages, MPB for
medium sized messages and ModMPB for larger messages
sizes. We have not included results for this hybrid approach
but found them to be consistent with the performance for each
algorithm in their optimal operating range.
Although we have focused on the SCC platform and have
leveraged specific hardware features of this platform, the insights from this work can be extended to other types of shared
memory and distributed systems. For example, forwarding the
message from an edge core to a center core before initiating a
broadcast would likely improve performance on any network
topology that lacks edge symmetry. By studying the impact
of message sizes on broadcast performance, we see that the
amount of on-die message passing buffer storage is important.
This analysis has implications for future hardware design
decisions.
Finally, we demonstrate that efficient broadcasting may
have an impact on how algorithms are implemented on
many-core platforms. We demonstrate that an algorithm using
broadcasting requires less programmer effort and is able to
achieve comparable performance to one with only point-topoint messages using our optimized broadcasting strategy,
ModMBP. Although broadcasts may occur infrequently, they
have significant performance impacts. Efficient broadcast support may result in an increased use of broadcasting to ease the
burden on programmers.
VI.

H. Average Power
Figure 17 shows the average power for the SCC including
memory controllers, on-chip network and cores for both the
RCCE and ModMPB broadcasts when sending a 1MB message
from core 0 to an increasing number of recipient cores. Power
readings were taken from the time the broadcast was initiated
up to the point when last core received the message. The results
show that ModMPB is more power efficient than the RCCE
broadcast for large numbers of cores. In addition, as ModMPB
executes the broadcast faster, it will consume less energy.

D ISCUSSION

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we discuss related work in communication
and broadcasting on the SCC, optimizations to broadcasting in
other message passing systems and on-chip network optimizations for broadcasts.
A. Broadcasting on the SCC
The SCC represents an interesting communication architecture in the space of many-core chips. As such, there has been
interest in studying the behaviour of communication within the
on-chip network and utilizing the message passing hardware.

Performance analysis of RCCE focusing on varying message
sizes and message buffer availability has been explored [13].
Optimizations that exploit the special SCC hardware and focus
on very small messages including collective operations have
been proposed [14].
Broadcast and gather performance [15] focusing on a small
number of message sizes and the number of cores involved
in the broadcast have been analyzed. Their characterization of
RCCE broadcast performance is consistent with ours. Furst and
Coskun analyze power and performance of the RCCE message
passing library [16]. In this work, they consider a broadcast
scheme similar to the RCCE broadcast; they measured the IPC
and execution time of sending a broadcast message and found
the IPC peaked at 8 cores, which is substantially fewer than the
cores provided by the SCC. Clearly, optimizing broadcasting
is important to achieve desirable levels of performance and
scalability.
OC-BCast [17] is another efficient broadcasting algorithm;
this algorithm is similar to ModMPB as it also has the receiving
cores copy the message from the sending core’s MPB to their
own MPBs. However, there are a couple distinct differences
between the two broadcasts. In OC-Bcast, each core is responsible for k children while the ModMPB only uses 4 temporary
cores to propagate the message. The other difference is the
handling of large messages. OC-Bcast uses a double-buffer
scheme that pipelines message propagation; this pipelining is
not favorable for parallelizing off-chip memory writes and
off-chip memory reads done by the broadcasting core. This
overlapping is a key feature of ModMPB.
Petrovic et al. also implement an asynchronous broadcast
using interrupts on the SCC [18]. They adapt their OC-BCast
to an asynchronous implementation and then compare it to
their synchronous implementation. Although their work only
examines small message sizes (i.e. only messages that can
fit into the MPB), their work reveals that their asynchronous
broadcast performs better than its synchronous counterpart
with messages 32 bytes or smaller.
In our results, we compare against the MPB
broadcast [10]. The authors report a 22× speed-up
compared to Intel’s current broadcasting implementation. In
our evaluation, a 32× speedup was achieved. This discrepancy
is likely due to the fact that the broadcast message sizes in
the original work are not as large as the broadcast message
sizes that we evaluate.
B. MPI Broadcasts
There has been significant previous research on optimizing
MPI libraries. Prior to the emergence of many-core architectures, MPI optimizations focused on distributed computing clusters [19]. One broadcast enhancement proposed by
Barnett et al. is a scatter-gather type approach; information
from the broadcasting core is scattered rather than broadcast,
after which a gather is done by all cores [20]. While this
optimization works on clusters, we suspect that the latency
of confirming that each core received the initial scattered
information followed by each core doing a gather would be
higher compared with an on-chip network that had cores
simply read from one core’s on-chip memory location (even
with network contention).

MPI optimizations have also targeted the Tilera Tile64
architecture [20]. Kang et al. implement a tree-like MPI broadcast on the Tile64. This broadcast bears some similarity to
our Parallel broadcast and would likely have similar
performance. Both of these broadcast could be implemented
on either the SCC or the Tile64 since they do not leverage
architecture-specific features.
C. On-Chip Network Support for Broadcasting
Software optimizations for efficient broadcasting can significantly improve performance. In addition to these techniques, there has been significant recent research into adding
hardware support for broadcasting to the on-chip network [21]–[23]. By propagating fewer messages and making
intelligent decisions about where to replicate messages in
the network, these optimizations reduce latency by lowering
contention in the network; they can also save power relative
to the multiple unicast approach. Although not implemented
in the SCC hardware, these types of techniques would likely
further enhance the performance and may open up opportunities for hardware/software co-design. Hardware support for
other collective communication mechanisms such as reduction
operations have also received recent attention [22], [24]; these
techniques reduce hotspots and power consumption in the
network. Software optimizations on the SCC for reduction
operations is left as future work.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

We present several novel broadcasting algorithms with
two goals in mind: (1) providing better performance than
the current RCCE broadcast, and (2) scaling well as the
number of participating cores in the broadcast increases. Most
of the broadcast strategies presented fulfill these two goals.
In particular, the best performing broadcast, ModMPB shows
significant speedups over the RCCE broadcast, especially
with large messages. ModMPB also improves latency when
varying the number of cores participating in the broadcast.
However, ModMPB is not the best performing for all messages
sizes; as a result, we see an opportunity to combine multiple
broadcast implementations. Based on our results, one should
use the off-chip implementation for small messages, MPB
for medium-sized messages and ModMPB for larger messages
sizes. Broadcasts such as ModMBP are tailored to exploit the
specialized hardware on the SCC. Other broadcasts that we
propose are not architecturally dependent on features of the
SCC. We believe these algorithms could be extended and
applied to other systems and networks in order to improve
performance.
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